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 Three years after taking off 
on her airborne adventure 
with EasyJet, Carolyn Mc-

Call is piloting the carrier along a 
dynamic growth path on which it 
is evolving from its no-frills ori-
gins into a more sophisticated 
business model. 

Central to her plan is the strat-
egy to drive up revenue per pas-
senger via a richer mix of business 
travellers, ancillary revenue and 
deals with global distribution sys-
tems and travel management com-
panies. The success of this drive is 
reflected in the most recent set of 
financial results, with revenue 
surging 10% to $6.1 billion and 
net profit rising to $404 million.

However, the evolution will 

not come at the expense of the or-
ange airline’s core low-cost values, 
she says: “We never lose sight of 
the fact that over 80% of our pas-
sengers are travelling on leisure.”

The judges felt there were sev-
eral strong candidates in the low-
cost category this year. Ultimately, 
EasyJet was deemed the winner, 
with a judge describing the London 
Luton-based carrier as “a tremen-
dous story” and another saying it 
was “an exceptional business”. 

Over the last year, EasyJet has 
achieved a number of important 
goals. These include winning the 
battle against Virgin Atlantic to 
launch London-Moscow flights, 
and securing approval to take on 
Alitalia in the Milan-Linate-Rome 
market. It also broke through the 
60 million annual-passengers 
threshold in May, while its soar-
ing share price propelled it into 
the FTSE 100 index. McCall and 
her team have also secured an im-
portant deal with Flybe for more 
slots at London Gatwick.

But it hasn’t all been plain sail-
ing for McCall since joining 
EasyJet in July 2010 from the 
Guardian Media Group. As she 
walked through the door, EasyJet 
– with a fleet of a little over 200 
aircraft – was in the middle of an 
operational meltdown she had to 
fix immediately. And she has had 
to suffer constant sniping from 
vocal majority shareholder, 
EasyJet founder Stelios Haji-Ioan-
nou, who is worried her rush for 
growth will hinder profitability.

So one can assume Stelios was 
not among those popping corks at 
the Paris air show in June when 
EasyJet confirmed it would order 

up to 235 new aircraft from Air-
bus. That deal, of course, requires 
shareholder approval.

While the shareholder row 
rumbles on, McCall quickly re-
solved operational issues by bol-
stering standby crew provisioning 
and better oversight of operations. 
As EasyJet has evolved under Mc-
Call’s stewardship, perhaps the 
biggest change came in 2012, 
when assigned seating was intro-
duced, eliminating the infamous 
boarding scrums at the gate. This 
all part of McCall’s drive to grow 
revenue, while improving passen-
ger experience at the same time. 
When she talks about EasyJet’s vi-
sion, McCall says she believes the 
drive to make passengers’ flying 
experience “easy and affordable” 
will propel it to become “Europe’s 
preferred airline”. 

The phrase “low-cost” is one 
EasyJet uses sparingly these days. 
“In some markets in Europe, low-
cost just means bad experience, 
‘you don’t care, you’ll strand me’, 
but EasyJet is completely a low-
cost airline in our operating model. 
We are also a low-fares airline to 
the passenger,” says McCall.
MAX Kingsley-Jones

“We never lose sight 
of the fact that over 

80% of our 
passengers are 

travelling on leisure”
Carolyn MCCall

Chief executive, EasyJet

LOW-COST LEADERSHIP

CAROLYN MCCALL

SponSored by PAST WInnERS*

2012 Lance Gokongwei, Cebu pacific | 2011 Agitya Ghosh, Indigo | 2010 Michael o’Leary, ryanair | 2009 Maurice Gallagher, 
Allegiant | 2008 Alan Joyce, Jetstar | 2007 Joe Leonard, AirTran Airways | 2006 Constantino de oliveira Jr, Gol | 2005 Tony 
Fernandes, AirAsia | 2004 phil Trenary, pinnacle Airlines | 2003 Jim ream, expressJet | 2002 Jerry Atkin, Skywest Airlines
*Up until 2008, the Low-cost Leadership and regional Leadership awards were combined
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